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Editor’s Notes
Welcome to our third issue of 2022, the 
ICTA newsletter, ”FARES” as we celebrate 
the 100th anniversary of the founding of 
Checker Motors 

Free of charge, feel free to print this 
Newsletter and place in your own binder. 
Please feel free to forward to all your 
Checker friends and share the fun. 

This is the month that our 100th

anniversary show is scheduled! In this
issue, we have more information and the 
complete Agenda for the 100th Anniversary 
of Checker Cab show coming up this 
Memorial Day weekend in LaCrosse, Wi.

In this issue, you’ll also find fitting tributes 
to former Checker Motors Plant 
Superintendent John Logan and our old 

Checker parts friend Dan Smith.

We have several ICTA members 
stories.  One from Jeff Detweiler and 
one from Stephen Disbrowe.

Also in this issue is a story about 
Checker styling and the similarities 
to other cars on the market.  Please 
find an update on the various small 
but important projects being 
performed on the vintage Checker 
A3 and A4.

As usual, you’ll find our classified 
listings. Would you believe eighteen 
listing in this issue!

Please enjoy issue: volume 8 issue 3

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949, 1950, 1952,  & 

1957  Checkers

Cover Photo: 1965 Chicago 
Auto Show
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Checker Motors 100th Anniversary Event

At this point in time, the 100th anniversary Checker show is shaping 
up to be the biggest Checker event ever! According to show 
organize Emmerson Zentz, there are already over thirty Checkers 
registered and more are expected!

Emerson also shared plans to bring some of our past Checker 
friend’s rides to the show! Sadly, we have lost several beloved 
Checker fans over the last couple of years: Joe Pollard, Fred Miller, 
Pete Talanca and Dan Smith. They can’t be with us, but thanks to 
the team organizing the show, their cars will be prominently 
displayed . Emerson has been working with the Smith and Talanca
family and they have been gracious enough to ensure that our lost 
friends will be with us on Memorial Day weekend.

Based on current registrations a least one of every Checker cab 
model is expected to be at the event. This includes, A11 taxicabs, 
Aerobuses, station wagons and project cars. Additionally several pre 
1960 Checkers will be at the event. Several automotive media 
outlets have also confirmed press coverage. As stated earlier, this is 
expected to be big.

Dan Smith’s daily driver will be at the show

Pete Talanca’s Norfolk Car
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Agenda
FRIDAY, MAY 27
PRE-EVENT CRUISE & DINNER
5:00 PM

This will be a car cruise and dinner get-together for whomever is 
already in town.

Feature’s Bar & Grill (American food)

504 N Holmen Dr

Holmen, WI

608) 526-3600

*Meet at the MBM grounds at 5:00 pm for the car cruise to Feature’s 
for a 6:00 pm dinner.

This will be a car cruise and dinner get 

together for whomever is already in 

town. Features in Holmen strives to enrich the 

lives of our guests through superior quality of 

food and beverages, legendary customer 

service and an enjoyable environment. We 

believe in delivering an exceptional dining 

experience to every customer, every time.

Fred Miller’s former Medi Car
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SATURDAY, MAY 28 MAIN EVENT

9:00 AM

MBM WI Chapter Grounds

N6071 County Road DE

Bangor, WI

Free Admission Car show

(ALL public service vehicles and Checkers welcome!) 

Music Yard Games

Food – Lunch provided (charcoal-grilled hamburgers & 

hotdogs + sides, tables/chairs will be set up)

MBM Wisconsin Chapter Grounds, Our second event 

at the museum. Welcome to the Midwest Bus Museum 

website! The Midwest Bus Museum was incorporated 

in January of 2020 with the purpose of preserving bus 

transportation history with an emphasis on North 

American school buses. As demonstrated last year, 

the museum is very Checker friendly

N6071 Country Road DE, Bangor, WI Free Admission 

Car Show. Camping available on property
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RIVER DINNER CRUISE
6:00 PM
Departure from MBM grounds: 4:00 pm
La Crosse Queen Cruises

American Food
405 East Veterans Memorial Dr
La Crosse, WI
(608) 784-8523
LaCrosseQueen.com

Sit back and relax while the La Crosse Queen paddles 
along the main channel of the Mississippi River. The 
musicians will provide a fine dining atmosphere while 
you enjoy a tasty, chef-carved prime rib and chicken 
dinner. Later, they will serenade you while you relax on 
the upper deck and watch the world go by. As a special 
treat on this 2-1/2 hour river boat cruise, we will “lock 
thru” Lock and Dam No. 7, river conditions permitting. 
Advance reservations are necessary.

Cost:
Adults — $54 per person
Seniors — $52 per person
Kids — $33 per person

Includes:
Chef-carved prime rib and chicken dinner
2 1/2 hour Mississippi River cruise
Live music
Prepayment is necessary for the required advance reservations and 
available on the registration form below. We will make the 
reservation as a group. You must pay via the link below to reserve 
your spot(s).
REGISTRATION FORM➡︎ bit.ly/CheckerPartyRegistration

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2FLaCrosseQueen.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1ZsPcQZFjVxb9uDB5LXyvCkezTCVUZkNARfJ78E5rPspO-vJUpmaQ1XyM&h=AT33K8JLtvu-MJidqYKy63QcxsyI903e1E6xWy3fHQBAH6mIeqWKur5VlttN1FqzUGThyUnL4Aro7j1ZGbOgA0ZZvGB4BBMl5zzCkGz3PgAJ6lEFH-DTpbwy28o5d3zJt0zxpwPnCgopSlUIhQ&__tn__=q&c%5b0%5d=AT25xosLzLNWtC6Jq_SMvH9jIdkx3FYkLw3dnuZhO2cYQUiIid6-4MpFO4-fefmVNCbQEHUgJIb1QClz2_Gqj2kIRd1DtvkUuRE_N-tX6fCKGL0l1lKauUCEfoMRchnI-QU
https://bit.ly/CheckerPartyRegistration?fbclid=IwAR1m07Hxgl4GtHrr5TBqL3NmEBa-vAxBtYSh0IFPIjnPIANjD7be4OI9kps
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SOCIAL HOUR
9:00 PM
MBM Wisconsin Chapter Grounds
Bangor, WI
Join us after dinner back at the MBM grounds for a social hour… 
or two! Soda, Beer, Liquor provided in our downstairs bar area.

SUNDAY, MAY 29
FAREWELL CRUISE & BRUNCH
10:00 AM
We will all be getting together for a farewell brunch for 
whomever is still in town.
Perkins Restaurant – American Food
9428 Hwy 16 W, Onalaska, WI
(608) 779-4700

*Meet at the MBM grounds at 10:00 am for the car cruise to 
Perkins for a 11:00 am brunch.

Perkins Restaurant, A history sweeter than pie. Founded 
in 1958 as a single pancake house in Ohio, Perkins has 
transformed into the nation’s leading family restaurant. 
With nearly 300 company-owned and franchised locations 
in 32 states and two Canadian provinces, Perkin’s has 
demonstrated a successful family breakfast experience.



ICTA Member Story – Jeff Detweiler’s Checker Purchase
So this happened today.....I decided to do my part and rescue one that was heading for the crusher soon. 1967 A12E, with a V8/Automatic. Doesn't 
appear to have jumpseats in it....not sure if they were there or not...its' got a fair amount of stuff in it, so have to clean it out. Pretty much all 
there...missing one headlamp rim ( could be in it someplace ) drivers door glass, trunk lock handle, spare tire and horn ring. It was sitting in a salvage 
yard for the past several years, so it's pretty grungy. Seems to have had a fair bit of work done...almost new dual exhaust all the way back, looks like 
maybe some rear axle/brake work too. Will see if I can get her running and cleaned up. It's pretty solid overall....the bottoms of the rockers are pretty 
toasty, but the pillars and inner rockers are all solid looking. Bottom of the hood is typical rust through. Floors don't show any rust through from 
underneath, except the kick panel on the drivers side. Rear body panel, upper quarters, upper and lower fenders all solid, and the frame appears to be 
as well.
Probably not a keeper for me, so if someone west coast is interested, send me a PM....price would likely be in the $3500 range, depends a bit on what I 
end up doing to it... Even found a full set of hubcaps in the trunk!
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As we all know, restoring antique cars and Checker Cabs can be very 
expensive. Anybody restoring a Checker will have to balance the 
cost of restoring versus the fun that can be had by owning a 
Checker.
ICTA member Stephen Disbrowe has taken Checker ownership to 
another level. He has been able to build a business renting out his 
Checker for television, movie and advertising work. Stephen has 
been able to get regular work utilizing his Checker and based on 
video and photographic evidence, it clearly looks like he’s have fun 
too!
Recently Stephen’s Checker was used for a promotion campaign for 
Nuii. What’s Nuii, a new kind of ice cream novelty. Known for the ice 
cream products Nuii’s mission is to “is committed to supporting 
biodiversity projects in wild places where we can make a real 
difference to the lives of people, wildlife and the environment. We do 
this because wild places are a huge source of inspiration for us and 
it’s important to us that we give back in some way. We have chosen 
wildark.org as our partner to help us on our journey”. Looks like 
Stephen has partnered up with a company that want to make a 
difference!
Here are some photos from the recent Nuii event.

UK Checker Promotional Action
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Recent TV work includes a segment of filming the national television 
channel ITV’s show “This Morning” to celebrate the USA borders 
reopening after the Covid closing. Presenter Phillip Schofield drive 
co-presenter Holly Willoughby showcase Stephen’s Checker at the 
start of the show. Here’s some pics from Television Centre in 
London.

Back last November Stephen had a chance to use his 
Checker for a Christmas promotion for Bobbi Brown. 
According to Stephen “I’ve spent the last 4 (long) days 
driving a “Bobbi Brown” branded Checker around central 
London visiting magazines, publishers and social media 
influencers promoting their Christmas range. It’s been a 
blast!”
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The weekend of March 20th was a fantastic weather weekend.
Temperatures hits close to 70 degrees on Sunday and are expected to 
reach 70 degrees on Monday the 21st too! With the great weather, at 
least in Toledo, Ohio we just seemed to jump from a cold Winter, right 
into Summer.

Progress On Both The Checker Model A4 and A3

Taking advantage of the great weather, it was time to 
start fixing some items on the Checker A3 and also
makes some corrections to the A4, thanks to the 1952 
Checker parts car, great progress was made. The Junk 
A4 is the gift that keeps on giving.

In July of 2021, the Checker A3 was taken to the Glass 
Doctor in Maumee, Ohio. This writer was very excited to 
see the Checker front and rear glass installed, it has 
taken years to find a rear window. I was so excited that 
I did not notice a major problem with the 

Checker, caused by the Glass Doctor. The Doctor has 
done a nice job of parking the Checker up against the 
wall ready for delivery, note the header picture, so I did 
not do a complete walk around because there was little 
room between the car and the outside wall to allow for 
a full walk around. When the car was delivered to my 
home, it became obvious that we had a problem, the 
two drivers side doors were tied together with a rope 
and the driver door lock was smashed to bits!
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To this day, I can not understand how anyone could smash a door lock to the 
point the metal latch was total destroyed and more importantly, how could a 
professional car business hide it’s mistakes? It was clearly not ethical, nor 
does it demonstrate goodwill. The big problem now was, how do I fix it, it’s 
the only Checker A3 in the world, parts are scarce.

Once back in my control, the first thing I did was to try to find a similar part on 
the internet. The closest match I found was the 1941 Dodge truck door 
latch. The latch mechanism was a perfect match, but the whole door lock 
assembly would not fit the Checker. The Dodge door handle is set lower in the 
lock assembly than in the Checker A3, the lock assembly was not compatible.

I searched the internet for the majority of independent auto and truck 
manufactures door latch mechanisms, hoping to find a compatible latch. No 
luck, it appears that the Checker latch was not used by any manufacturer.
As a last resort, I pulled the front door lock mechanism off, of the 1952 
Checker parts car. As stated in previous blogs, the parts Checker is very rusty, 
yet it also is a low miles car, with only 40K on the engine, so viable parts can 
still be found and used for the A3 and A4. The lock mechanism was pulled off 
the door with a lot of brute force and a butane torch, used to expand the 
metal and loosen bolts. Once removed, it was determined that the door latch 
was rusted and unworkable. Soaked in penetrating oil

Smashed Door Lock
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Now in possession of a compatible but frozen lock, the latch was 
placed, in penetrating oil and soaked for three months! After 
soaking, the mechanism was no longer frozen, and the various 
levers and movements actually worked fairly well.

Once the latch was freed up by soaking, it still required disassembly 
as the door latch would not move up or down and the spring action 
was not working. Once taken apart it was discovered that the latch 
spring was broken. A new spring was purchased at a local Toledo 
spring factory, Springtime Manufacturing. Reinstalled the latch 
would open but would still not release when the door handle was 
turned. I then discovered that another spring was needed to shut 
the latch, in order to allow the door handle to releases the 
latch, back to Springtime Manufacturing to find another spring.

The spring purchased was too big, but all that was required to make 
workable was to cut down the spring size with a wire cutter. Once 
cut down and installed the latch actually worked!! This writer is not a 
master mechanic so any little repair is always celebrated. Total cost 
for the springs was less that five bucks!

The final step was to install back into the door. Thankfully all that 
was required was to remove the door panel and window run. Before 
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being bolted back into the door, the challenge was to reattach to the door 
regulator. Again, thankfully, this task was easy, the simple boltless 
connection was made. The next step was to bolt the latch back into the 
door. The final step was simple enough, bolt the exterior door handle back 
onto the door, making sure the door handle was properly connected to the 
replaced door lock mechanism.

The final test was performed, open and close the door…..yay! It worked.
The second activity for the weekend was to reassemble the junk A4 drivers
seat. Almost two years ago, the junk A4 seat was disassemble and sent to 
an upholstery shop. For about a year and a half, the seats were in upholstery 
shop jail. Regular visits indicated the shop own was going to get to them 
before he retired! About three weeks ago the phone call was 
received, indicating that the seat was done. Not bad, just shy of two years!
Thankfully the Checker seat is a very simple design. This morning I spend 
about an hour reassembling, only to discover that the last step, bolting in the 
back section was impossible. Apparently, I reassembled seat in the wrong 
order.

In order to fix, I had to totally disassemble and start over again, this time 
performing in reverse order, starting with the rear seat back first, then the 
seat bottom. The rails were stripped down, painted and also attached to the 
seat base.
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For the last 5 years, my Checker A4 had an 
A2 seat source from Finland installed. Now 
having a complete Checker A4 seat, a full 
swap was performed on the two 
Checkers. Today the A4 now has an 
assembled A4 seat and the A3 now has a A2 
seats.

It’s amazing how different these seats are 
when compared together. The A2 seat is a 
wooden seat that allows for adjustments on 
the seat bottom. The A4 seat is a metal 
seat. More importantly is allows for three 
adjustments on the seat bottom as well as 
adjustments on the seat backs.

All in all, I am very happy. Both Checkers the 
A3 and the A4 now have totally restored 
Taxicab bucket seats. A great start for the 
season. Two days work and a lot of progress 
made on both rare Checkers.
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Sad news, we lost John Logan on March 7th. . John was the former plant 
superintendent for Checker Motors Corp. and a great friend and fan of Checker. 
Condolences to John’s wife Lola and his daughter Ronda. John started at 
Checker Motors Corp in 1958 but soon left during a strike. He rejoined Checker 
in 1962 and remained at Checker until his retirement as Plant

Former Checker Plant Superintendent John Logan has Passed Away

Superintendent in 1998. His impact was significant. 

A charter member of the ICTA, John has been a 
friend of the Facebook group and club for 12 
years. John’s involvement and donations to the 
ICTA were perhaps the most significant additions 
to our archive that we have ever received.
In 2016 John donated a significant stash of 
Checker production and manufacturing files to our 
ICTA library found on this website. He had stashed 
years of CMC documentations and stored them in 
massive rubber tubs in his basement. All the 
documents were organized and bound in Ford 
Motors binders.

He made three major contributions: Checker 
Production Reports 1966 thru 1980. Engineering 
Memoranda 1962 thru 1982 and Checker 
Illustration Manuals 1964 thru 1982. This donation 
represented over 10,000 pages of Checker content 
and has established our club and website as the 
foremost authority on Checker.



If you ever spoke to John about his 
days a Checker, he would always 
mention, that he was responsible for 
the creation of the Checker Aerobus
15. In his honor, the ICTA is reposting 
John’s story of the Checker Aerobus
15. Please enjoy.

John Logan’s Checker Aerobus 15

From 1961 through 1974, the Aerobus
produced by Checker, was essentially a 
Checker wagon on steroids. Available 
in 6 and 8 door configuration these 
mammoths shuttled passengers to and 
from airports and hotels until the gas 
crisis of 1973 forced operators to look 
for other more efficient options in 
moving people from point A to point B.

17

John’s visionary thinking created the 
1976 Checker Aerobus 15
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In 1975-1976 Checker started to look into new options too, the Aerobus being 
cancelled did not stop demand, many operators looked to Checker to come up with a 
replacement model. The second generation Aerobus was officially called the Aerobus
15. The prototype looked like any other post 1958 Checker and like the Aerobus, it had 
eight doors, but there is a major difference from the first generation Aerobus.

According to form CMC Plant Superintendent John Logan: A year after the Checker 
wagon & the Aerobus was cancelled, John Love, VP of CMC, stated in a staff meeting 
one morning, we need, a 15 passenger Aerobus. No one commented, except yours 
truly. I said “why don’t we build one?”. This caught David’s (CEO David Markin) 
attention and he asked, how are we going to do that? I explained we can build a 8 
door Aerobus with a standard rear end with the extended, 9 inch rear door and 
export auxiliary jump seats. After some discussion, David says, Build one. I with help 
of some key union people built a prototype. David approved it and we built 46 more 
that year and 60 the next year.

The Aerobus 15 was designed based off of a long wheelbase A12E platform, not a 
A12W wagon platform. From an overall size perspective, the Aerobus 15 is slightly 
larger than th original Aerobus, but the extra foot in length allowed for three 
additional passenger capacity for the new Aerobus. The Aerobus 15 was technically a 
more efficient vehicles from a passenger cost standpoint, the new Aerobus could 
carry more passengers with marginal impact on gas mileage.

Note the rear door is longer than the Generation 1 
Aerobus allowing for the added jump seat row
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The increase in passenger capacity was possible by utilizing the long 
wheelbase sedan configuration. It allowed Checker to add an extra row of 
jump seats. On the downside, the use of the sedan based body did not 
have the same cargo space as the wagon based Aerobus but extra space 
could be leveraged by adding a wooden cargo carrier on the roof.

The outward appearance is slightly different 
when compared to other Checkers. The wheel 
openings front and rear were modified to allow 
for truck type eight lug wheels. On the inside 
floors and interior walls were also modified to 
allow for the larger truck wheel clearance. As 
always with Checker, the Areobus 15 was a 
specialty vehicle as accordingly production 
numbers would be low, sixty were produced for 
1976 and 47 units were produced for 1977, the 
last year of production.

Survival rates are presumed to be low as these 
vehicles were put into commercial 
service. Today these monster Checkers are 
highly sought after in the collector car and limo 
market. The Aerobus 15 is the ultimate party 
wagon with room for an entire wedding or 
tailgating party.

Thanks John!

The original CMC prototype being restored at Checker Cab Services Unit in Kalamazoo in 2002



• “………I never did any styling work for Checker Motors. The caption also 
implies that I copied Chrysler styling in doing postwar Checker designs. 
That’s doubly wrong, as I said, I never styled a Checker and I never copied 
someone else’s designs.” Raymond Dietrich 1973

Checker Design 
Inspiration by Joe Fay
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The  quote on the previous page  is from the letters section of the 
Nov – Dec issue of Hemming’s Special Interest Auto magazine. 
Dietrich was reacting to an article that documented the history of 
Checker. Dietrich passed away more the 35 years ago, we’ll never be 
able to ask him why he denied doing Checker styling work, perhaps 
it was because by 1973 Checker was still producing a car that was 
styled for the 1950’s and there may have been some 
embarrassment of being associated with a car that was years behind 
from a design perspective?

We have enough CMC first hand accounts, documents, drawings and 
CMC memoranda to prove that Dietrich was indeed involved in 
styling the post war Checkers. His comments regarding copying are 
somewhat amusing, because the SIA article suggestion that Dietrich 
copied Chrysler designs are designs of autos that were designed by 
Dietrich himself for Chrysler when he was head of Chrysler design.

Better left for another blog, the above text does raise an interesting 
question, was Checker styling ever current and more importantly, 
did those designs ever share similar design treatments of other 
autos produced at the time? In other words, did Checker always 
produced old looking cars? Raymond Dietrich circa 1939, Chrysler Design
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Historically, Checker designs were always current. To be 
marketable in a growing and thriving taxicab market, Checker 
could not sell taxicabs that appeared old. Quite frankly, in order 
to be competitive and seen as an innovator, it would be 
important for Checker to create designs that were advanced.

The first Checker that was sold as a completely closed taxicab 
was the 1927 Checker Model G. The Model G was the first cab 
that placed the driver in a closed environment. Prior to the 
Model G, Checker cab drivers would be exposed to the weather 
in a driver compartment free of glass windows. If one looks at 
the Model G from a styling perspective it bears a striking 
resemblance to the 1926 Chevrolet four door sedan. Over the 
years Checker would continue to innovate and introduced 
designs that were very modern.

By the mid 1930’s aerodynamic designs were seen as way to the 
future. The Chrysler Airflow or the 1934 Huppmobile designed 
by Raymond Lowey were milestone cars of great design that 
established a new way to style automobiles. Checker would not 
be left out of the picture, the 1935 Checker Model Y was truly 
aerodynamic.

1926 Chevrolet Closed Sedan

1927 Checker Model G Closed Sedan
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Produced at a time when Checker was owned by Auburn-Cord-Duesenberg, the 
Model Y bears a strikingly similar to Auburn of its day. The Model Y still sported those 
awful, yet functional sugar scoop front fenders, but the grille treatment is 
aerodynamic and clearly inspired by Auburn.

This blog started with a denial of design work, we’ll leave that aside, that said, 
the 1947 design of the Checker Model A4 was very modern in its appearance. 
There are hints of both Cadillac and Chrysler products.

The overall design share many styling cues from the 1942 Cadillac. The Model 
A4 sports pontoon fenders that flow directly into the doors. The A2 utilizes an 
eggcrate grille consistent with both the Dodge and Cadillac. The swooping 
rear roof of the A2 was very stylish if not practical for rear seated passengers.

As we have discussed in past blogs, the 1956 Checker was introduced as a 
reaction to changes in the taxicab regulation of New York City in 1954. 
Checker would develop a complete redesign of the taxicab. The design 
changes impacted size character as well as appearance. There is no doubt that 
the styling cues of the 1956 Checker Model A8 comes from the 1953 Packard 
(see blog header photo).

1934 Auburn

Auburn inspired Model Y
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The 53 Packard utilized the three box design 
introduced during the post war period of 1947-49 by 
Studebaker and Ford respectively. The Packard offered 
a wide opening grille with parking light inserted in the 
center of the grille. The hood was inspired by the 
horse collar grille of Packard days gone by.

The Packard clearly inspired the Model A8. The A8 
shares the same envelop body, with rear fender bulge. 
The roofline and window treatments are similar too. 
The grille and headlight treatment looks like they came 
right off the Packard drawing board.

The A8 would be the last major design change for 
Checker. As stated in the above text, by the 1970’s 
and early 80’s from an automotive design 
perspective, the Checker would be embarrassing. 
Others, including the writer would rather consider 
the Checker as quaint, but the facts is the Checker 
was now longer an innovator. It would forever be 
considered an old car, just remember was once an
trend setting or modern car.

1942 Cadillac1948 Checker

1953 Packard 1956 Checker
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Dan Smith Memorial

We lost Dan this several weeks ago. For anybody dealing in 
Checker restorations, Dan was a guy to know. This tribute 
video is a combination of raw video taken in 2018 as Dan 
was salvaging Checkers in Lawrence, Mass and 2019 when 
Dan was showcasing his collection in Phoenix. Dan would 
later acquire all of the late Joe Pollard's CheckerParts
business. He will be greatly missed.  Link to the video Dan 
Smith Tribute The Checker Guy - YouTube

Dan Smith 
Memorial 

Rockford, IL
2022

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XabL96sq0LM
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1976 Checker a12e
$28,500

Link to Facebook Marketplace
Marketplace - 1976 Checker A12E | Facebook

About This Vehicle
Driven 39,000 miles
Automatic transmission
Exterior color: Green · Interior 
color: Black
Fuel type: Gasoline
This vehicle is paid off
Clean title

Rare checker limo 1 of 54 made 
how many left ? Prestine condition 
call Matt

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/253810423515018/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A8fd11c3e-62c6-432a-b591-3d1b00e0eb75
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Needs restored not running Only 150 of these made in 1972 
this was never a taxi. You will need to apply for a bonded 
title.
link to Facebook Marketplace

(1) Marketplace - 1972 Checker Marathon | Facebook
(20+) Marketplace - 1940 Checker Checker motor | Facebook

Old car was a taxi back in the day
link to Facebook Marketplace $8000

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/687901569209535/?ref=browse_tab&referral_code=marketplace_top_picks&referral_story_type=top_picks
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/872667396730681/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A9d673026-ebc8-4605-a035-3d34d7dcbf55
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THIS WAS ON MY BUCKET LIST TO OWN ONE OF THESE SINCE MY HIGH SCHOOL DAYS IN 
1965 WHEN A FRIEND DROVE ME AND A DATE FROM BROOKLYN TO A BROADWAY SHOW IN 
TIMES SQUARE IN ONE OF THESE. . TO MY SURPRISE I FOUND THIS ONE HERE IN CITRUS 
COUNTY . .
I’VE ENJOYED THIS ONE FOR THE LAST FEW YEARS BUT NOW I HAVE TO LET IT GO TO 
SOMEONE ELSE TO ENJOY.
1965 CHECKER MARATHON A-12
CHEVY 283 V-8 WITH FOUR BARREL CARB. – AUTO TRANS,
POWER STEERING , POWER BRAKES, AT OVER 5000 LBS ITS NOT A MUSCLE CAR.
UNKNOWN MILEAGE — ODOM READS 79,000 HA HA .
ITS NOT SHOWROOM CONDITION AS I JUST WANTED A VEHICLE TO DRIVE.
THE BODY AND PAINT IS FAR FROM PROFESSIONAL BUT IT LOOKS GREAT FROM DOWN 
THE BLOCK.. WHAT IT NEEDS IS SOMEONE WITH TIME TOGET IT BACK TO 1965 SHAPE. 
INTERIOR IS GOOD AND THE TRUNK CAN FIT
TWO LARGE BODIES TO SNEEK INTO THE DRIVE-IN MOVIES.
I HAD NEW POWER BRAKES PLUS BOOSTER INSTALLED 3 YEARS AGO.
EVERYTHING LOOKS ORIGINAL FROM FACTORY EXCEPT THE AFTERMARKET AIR COND. 
SOME RUST IS COMING THROUGH IN A FEW AREAS AND I WOULD NOT TAKE IT OFF ROAD 
BECAUSE YOU’LL LOSE SOME OF TO BONDO OFF THE REAR .THE PHOTOS SHOULD 
ANSWER THE REST.
CALL ME WITH QUESTIONS FOR APPOINTMENT.
(352) 238-0988

1965 Checker Marathon Available
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72 Checker wagon, one of 80 made that year-Has correct 
small block Chevy engine-everything works- starts, runs 
and drives under its own power-good glass- decent 
chrome but needs extensive frame repair-also needs body 
work- I have a clean out of state title for it.The yellow cab is 
Not For Sale- The station wagon MUST BE TOWED ON A 
FLATBED as the frame is weak. I could part this car out for 
more money but it would be a shame to dismantle it. 
Please put the lowball silly offers where the sun don’t 
shine. $2850.00
Link to the Facebook advertisement
Marketplace – 1972 Chevrolet Classic Sedan 4D | Facebook

Currently available in Hyde Park, New York.
Link to the Facebook Marketplace Advertisement.

(2) Marketplace – 1982 Other Other | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/351026690103252/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Aef8bfbae-425d-43f1-962f-9db1e9218ad5
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/2634748216828956/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A9ba73988-ffb1-4a0e-8eb6-8a1443762635
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BARTER sell TRADE a 1969 Checker Marathon Taxi Cab Taxicab 4 Dr 
Sedan
I have an all original 1969 Checker Marathon 4 door sedan with a 6 
cylinder engine and a 3 speed manual transmission with factory Over 
Drive. The Checker was bough brand new at the Checker Dealer on Old 
Bayshore Road in Burlingame in 1969 and it has never left California.
For sale for $15,000 / or best TRADE offer for a classic Camaro, mustang, 
old school hot road, pu truck or a convertible.
if you have ever wanted a Checker Cab or a Marathon here is your 
opportunity to buy one locally from the only second owner in over 53 
years. Serious buyers only.
new old used gift free want wanted hot rat rust street rod best show 
classic vintage old school restore restored convertible roadster 
convertable
650-348-8269, thanks, Tony

I have for sale 1966 checker marathon (non taxi). Fb doesn’t 
have a option for checker that’s why it says Chevy. Original 327 
v8 Chevy engine . Everything is original . Speedometer does 
work but other gauges don’t work. Car runs and drives fine is 
smooth. Could be taken to car shows or weekend cruiser. Does 
have some rust but doesn’t interfere with driving. Car does draw 
attention, everyone enjoys it. I Have a lot of extra parts to go 
with the car as well. (Mostly testing the waters for car trades) . 
Clean title in hand. Price is 10000 obo but mostly looking at 
other trades. Jeeps are preferible
Link to Facebook Contact Information
(8) Marketplace – 1966 Chevrolet Marathon | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/512330420272611/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A7933787f-1023-4e20-9a1a-af8ad9b36af5
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Checker Marathon 24 Hours of Lemons car. Street legal, clean title, passed emissions in years past. I let the reg slide 
during the pandemic and despite really liking this car, I have too many cars and decided I want to start the next project. 
Mild 350 SBC (moderate cam, vortec heads) mated to a Ford 4spd toploader, engine is set back a little. Suspension is 
stock-ish with added bars and lowered a little. For what it is (a heavy beast), it handles pretty well. Caged to 24HoL rules, 
should exceed requirements for NHRA and other organizations. Fire system, 2 Kirkey seats, seats 5 comfortably even 
with the cage. Comes with many spares. Lots of other details not worth mentioning here. If you’re serious, and 
understand what this is, you’ll find out. This is reasonably priced. Runs, but has been parked a few years. It needs some 
attention before hitting the track again, but nothing major (belts, tuneup, fluid changes, etc). I’m kinda sad to sell it, but 
you can’t keep everything forever. Be realistic. It’s a used racecar with bad paint and wrinkles. It will never be a show car. 
I do not need help selling it. I don’t need trades, if your inquiry looks like spam I’ll ignore it. Thank you for reading this far. 
Meow.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILPzDmZViuQ
Contact the seller via email Rvs72@yahoo.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILPzDmZViuQ


• Has original motor and 
transmission, motor turns 
over, might trade for tri-
five project. Bill of sale 
only.

• Link to Facebook 
Marketplace $4500

• (5) Marketplace – 1965 
Checker Aerobus | 
Facebook
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https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/2336915916438359/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Ac9a214fb-1db7-4315-8dcc-67253a4e107e
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(5) Marketplace - 1966 Checkered cab Marathon | Facebook

1966 Checkered cab marathon. Looking to sell or trade. 
For trade: really cool stuff, motorcycles, scooters, 
classics etc. The car has a clean title and was driving 
when parked. Needs a battery and a carrier bearing for 
the driveline, both are super easy fixes and not very 
expensive. This car is sold as is, it is a project. $2500.00

Link to Facebook Marketplace

Runs good needs tlc

Link to Facebook Marketplace

(13) Marketplace - 1975 checker cab checker cab | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/424485275478104/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Aafa684aa-2cab-4903-89bf-34268733569a
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/210734147861626/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Aa3237262-0dc9-431a-8fce-552806a16ea1
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Year: 1982
Make: Checker
Model: Marathon
VIN: 1CMTS4126CK000172
Stock # 12007
Mileage: 374
Color: White
Trim:
Engine: Select
Trans: Automatic
Seller’s Comments:

VISIT WWW.WRANGLERRANCH.NET FOR DETAILS!! THIS 
VEHICLE IS ONE OF 25 JEEPS AVAILABLE. THE WRANGLER 
RANCH LLC IS NORTHEAST GEORGIA’S LARGEST PRE-OWNED 
JEEP STORE. WE ARE A FULL SERVICE PRE-OWNED JEEP 
WRANGLER STORE, SALES, ACCESSORIES, SERVICE, 
FINANCING, AND EVEN WARRANTIES ARE AVAILABLE. 
TRADES WELCOME! CALL US AT 706-348-6242 TO SET UP A 
TEST DRIVE OR FOR MORE INFORMATION.

Vehicle Options:
Visit our virtual showroom:wranglerranch.net
Address:782 S Main St. Cleveland, GA
Schedule your test drive today:706-348-6242
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(1) Marketplace - Checker taxi | Facebook

Lake Havasu City, AZ

1961 checker marathon it’s been setting for 3 
years it ran with no problem straight 6 have the 
trims inside the car not parting out maybe 
willing to trade
Link to Facebook Marketplace
(1) Marketplace – 1961 GMC Marathon | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/1123239528490219/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A78139f56-9d0a-4f26-85f2-d17557b15bae
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/113314615349271/
https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/2187568258085339/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3Ae13aa9b8-33c4-4dda-8fe9-bdb805e6c922
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Recently painted. Vehicle runs.
(714) 742-8200

1965 Checker Marathon Wagon California Black Plate
1970 Checker rare car runs but needs a fuel line, it 

was used for movie set taxi. Sold as is located in

queens ny, $12,500 serious inquiries only 

Link to Facebook Marketplace
(3) Marketplace - 1970 Other Cab | Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/marketplace/item/4810591972323785/?ref=search&referral_code=marketplace_search&referral_story_type=post&tracking=browse_serp%3A81468f61-f876-4cb6-aaa9-b6ef76b1425e
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1971 Checker Marathon with low original miles currently in 
Florida. Asking $13,000. It has been in the family since it was 
purchased brand new in 1971. Milage is original has not rolled 
over. Minor issues, it has a tear in rear bottom seat
Equipped with rear foot rests. Some of the brake lines were 
replace. Rust on body underneath and was mitigated about 
10 years ago
6 Cylinder. Garaged kept.
Never a Taxi
Contact Larry via email 
at surveillancetechnologiesllc@gmail.com



End Photo

Upjohn Pharmaceuticals 
security patrol and their 
Checker A9 patrol car


